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living and a well·known shallow water fonn and was a1so obsel'ved 
in glacial deposits and in Red and Ooralline Orag in England as 
welI; a second species is found accol'ding to DARWIN in tertiary 
formations in Paiagonia; a third (VeJ'l'llCa p7'isca) in tile chalk of 
England and BeIgium. As fiw as we know ihe last-named species, 
a certain affinity of this extinct speCIes with several of the deepsea
species of Verruca cannot be denied. But for V. st1'bnda, the genus 
Ve7'1'uca, thel'efore, in this l'egard also would show a gl'eatel' analogy 
with Scalpellum than with Pollicipes. 

Physics. -- "Calculation of the pre.~Slll'e of a mif/.'t'lwe of two gases 
by means of GIBBS' s statistical mec/umics." By Dr. L. S. ORNSTEIN. 
lOommunicated by Prof. H. A. LORENTZ). 

By the method of statistical mechanics I have calculated in my 
dIssertation 1) the pressure of a mixtUl'e of two gases, neglecting 
terms of an 01'0 er higher than the first with respect to û! a, û~ 8 

and a8
• The quantities û 1 and (i~ are the diameters of the mole

cules of the gases composing the mixture, and û has been put 
Û 1 +Û2 fol' ---. 

2 
In a recent paper ') H. HAPPEL has determined the pressure of a 

mixture by means of a method due to L. BOLTZMANN, retaining terms 
of higher order with respect to the above quantities. 

As the method of statistIcal mechanics seems to me more exact 
than the one used by HAPPEr" I have been led to appIy it to the pl'oblem 
which he has treated. 

J. W. GlBBS has shown 3) that the pressure of a gas is given by 
the equation 

d 'J! 
p=--. 

dV 
. (1) 

w here V is the volume, anc! 1]1" what may be called the statistical 
fi'ee energy. We ha\'e therefore 10 determine this quantity 11'". 

Let 11S suppose th at the volume V contains n l molecules of the 
first kind with the diameter al and the mass m'l' a,nd n2 molecules 
of the second kind with the diameter ()~ and the mass m

2
• 

1) Toepassillg der statistische mechanica van GmBs op molp.kulair·lheoretischn 
vraagstukken. Leiden 1908. 

2) H. HAPPEL. ZUl' Kmetik und Thermodynamik der Gemische. Ann. der Phys. 1908 
Bd. 26 p. 95. 

I) J. W. OlB13S. Elementary prÎllciples in slatistlCal Mechanics. New·York 190:2. 
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We suppose tlml the molecules are pel'fectly l'igid and elastic and 
that they attract each olher with forces acting at distances so gl'eat 
that we may consider the slJhere of action as uniformly filled with 
matter. 

FOl' this case the value of 1p' is given by the equation 

'i' 3 3 Eq 

e-O = <23r&m1fin1 (2 n&mJ"2f12Je-O drell .. dz2n~ . . (2) 

I shall represen t the coordinates of the molecule k of the first kind 
by Xlk> Ylk and Zl/~, and those of the molecule I of the second kind 
by X21, Y2Z and Z2/' 

Tbe mtegration has (0 be extended lo a 3 (nI + n~)-dimensional 
space, tlJe llotion of which is obtained If we take the 3 (nt + n 2 ) 

cool'dinates of the centres of the molecules as carteslan coordinates 
of a single point, and give all possible positions to the molecules of 
the gas. 

We must exelude ti'om the space all those points at which a con· 
drtion of one of the forms 

is fulfilled. 

(mIk - mll)' -t- (Yllc - Yll)S + (Zlk - ZIl)2 < 0/ I 
(mUe - m2l)2 + <'I/lIc - Y2t)' + (elk - Z2t)' < (J2 ! 
(m2k - .'C2l)2 + (Y2lc - yu)S + (Z2k - Z2Z)' < (Js ~ I 

. . (3) 

I have proved 1) In my dissertation that the large majority of the 
systems of a canonical ensemble may be considered as identical in 
all properties th at are accessible to our means of observation. For 
all these equivalent or ideutical systems the value of the potential 
energy of the attractÏve forces is equa!. 

The sphere of action being uniformly filled, this quantity (EqD ) can 
be represented by 

al n1' + 2 a n1 n, + a, n,' 
Ego = - 2 V • . • • (4) 

As to the potential energy of the repulsjve forces, we need not 
speak of it when we take into account the conditions (3). 

We shall obtain a good appl'oxunation, il~ in t11e equation (2), we 
\vrite Eqo instead of Eg (which dlffel's from EqO only in a smal! part 
of the systems). Ey tlus, tile exponential factor becomes a constant 
and we may put it before {he bign of integl'aüon. 

'file quantlty 1J! IS thus expressed by the equatioll 

1) 1. c. p. 14 
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and its determination is l'educed to the calculation of the integral 
on the right-hand side. Let the function X (nI, n,) represent this integral. 

In my dissertation I have determined this fnnction to the degree 
of exactitude indicafed above. Before proceeding to the determinarion 
of the terms of higher order I sha11 repeat the former calculation 
which now only wants further extension. 

The 3 (nI + n,)-dimensional space Qf integration can be decomposed 
into n1 + n, threedimensional spaces, each corresponding to one of 
the molecules. We sha11 di\'ide these spaces into elements which 
are small in comparison with the volnme of a molecule. 

In order to detel'mine the integrai defining the funetion X (nI' n,) 
we decompose it into a SUffi of products of n1 + n, elements chosen 
in the spaces in qnestion, eaeh space being represented in the product 
by one and only one element. 

In order clearly to see the way in which the produets are fOl'med 
with the l'estrictions imposed by (3), we proeeed as follows: We 
mllnber the spaces corresponding to the molecules of tbe fi.rst kind 
feom 1 to n l , those cOl'l'esponding to the molecules of the second 
kind fl'om n1 + 1 to n1 + n" and we choose the elements in the 
order indicated by these numbers. 

l,lve bave to eonsidel' th at, if we have chosen for the centre of the 
kth molecule (k < n l ) n,n element lying at a point Xlk. ylk. Zlk, we 
mnst exclude from the k + 1 th up to the n l th space those elements 
which are situated in spheres described with the radius 6 1 n,round 
the points of these spaces whose C'oordinates are equal to Xlk. ylk 

and Zlk. Similarly we must exelude those elements from the spaces 
from n1 + 1 up to 11 1 + Tt" whieh lie within the spheres of radius 
() described aroUlld the points of the spaces having for coordinates 
Xlk, ylk and Zlk· If, further, in the space n1 + 1', an element 

'has beèn ch'osen at a point witn the coordinates X,t'l+"~' y,nl+v2' 
Z,1I1+"2 we must exclude in all following spaces the elements of 
spheres wUh radius (i, described around the points of those spaces 

having their cool'dinates equal to X2"1+"" Y2111+v" Z211I+" 2' 

The elements in the spaces 1 to n1 + n, - 1 having been chosen, 
there remn,ins in the last space n1 + n, a region ,fjlll+112 for the 
choice of the (nI + n,)th element. 

In determining the sum we can fil'st take together all those cases 
in whieh the elements of the spaces 1 to n l + 11, --1 are the same. 

Considel'ing that n 1 and n 2 are very gl'eat numbers, and that the 
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elements have been chosen quile al'bitrarily, we easily see that the 
quantity g,11+112 must be the same for the greater majority of the 
possible ways of choosing the elemenLs in 1he spaces up to the 
(ni + n2 - 1 )th, and that we may 1he1'efo1'e W1'ite 

X (ni' 'fI,) = g"1+n2 X (nu n, -1) . (6) 

g"1+n2 being now a quite definite quantity, which it remains to 
detel'mine. 

It is very easy to find a first appl'oximation to its value. Fo!' this 
pnrpose we have only to neglect the fact that the above mentioned 
spheres in the (nI + n,)th spaee intersect. Doing so, we find 

. 4 4 
f/nl+1I2 = V-nI 3" 3t (}3_ (n 2-1) 3" :tr a2

3 (7) 

From (6) and (7) we deduce by successive t'eductions 

71~ (4 4) 
X (njln,) = X (nI) 11 v- n1 3" 3t (}s - (v$ -1) S:tra2 ~ , • (8) 

1 

where we have affixed to the sIgn of the pl'oduct the highest valne 
that we have to give to the numbel' denoted by the corresponding 
Greek letter. A similar notation will be llsed in later formulae. 

It is easily seen th at, with the degree of exactitude to which we 
have now confined ourselves, the valne of X (nI) is given by 

71

1 ( 4 ) X (ni) = rIl v - VI "3 3t a1
8 

• • (9) 

In order to push our approximation further, we have to deter· 
mine ,q1l1+n2 more accurately. We must take into account that the 
spheres mentioned above intersect) and that we have tberefore sub· 
tl'acted too much from the total volume. 

Now three cases are to be distinguished. 
1. Intel'seetion between tbe sphems of radius a descl'ibed around 

the points eOl'l'esponding to the een tres of the molecules of the fh'st 
kind. The distance x of the centl'es cannot be less than al and must 
be less than 2 (j. 

2. Intersection between the spheres of radius (j, described around 
the points corresponding io the molecules of the second kind. The 
distance of tlle centres must !ie between (j2 and 2 (j,. 

3. Intersection between the spheres of radius (j and a, descl'ibed 
u,l'ound the points cOl'l'esponding to the centres of molecules of the 
first and second kindi:> respectively. The dlstance .v of the centres 
must lie between a and a, + (j. 

I shall determine the pal'ts cOlTesponding to these th1'ee kinds of 
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intersections, which have been subtracted toa murh fl'om V. These 
parts are eqnal fol' by fal' the ma:jol'ity of the possible combinations 
of elements 'in the spaces fJ'om the fh'st up to the (nI + n, _1)th . 
We may suppose that the distl'ibution of the points corresponding 
to the centl'es of molecules fl'om 1 tot nl + n, -1 is uniform in' 
the (nI + n2 yh space. , 

1. The number of pairs of points (corresponding to molecules of 
the first kind) with mutual distance lying between al and al + dal 

amounts to 

. (10) 

The comman part of two spheres of radius a having a central 
distance al is given by 

3r (~a3 _ a' m + mB) ...... (11) 
:3 12 

Rence, the total part subtracted too much on account of these 
intersections is equal to 

(12) 

2. The number of pairs of points (corresponding to the centres 
of molecules of the second kind) with a mutual distance between 
x and al + dx is 

m2 dm 
2n (n, - l)(n, - 2) fT . . . . . . (13) 

The common part of the spheres is found for this case, if in (11) 
we replace a by a,. sa that we find tOl' the part subtl'acted toa 
much fl'om V 

17(n,-1)(n,-2)(2 3)' 
16 V S.n'a, (14) 

3. The number of pairs of points sueh that one point con'esponds 
10 1he cent.re of a molecule of the first kind and one to that of a 
molecule of t11e second kind, the mutual distance lying between 
x and al + dx, amounts to 

{V 'dm 
43l' n (n - 1)--

l' V . . . . . . (15) 
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The common part of the spheres is now given by 

:!r -a 3+ _03_ I, I _ I + 
[

2 2 a ' (.u' + IJ ~ - a') O' (x' + 0' _ IJ ') 

, 3 I 3 2 x 2x 

+ 
(x'+ as' - 0')8 + (x' + a' - '(J,2)8J. 

, 24 x3 24,,/:3 (16) 

and the total part subtracted too much from V by 
a+a2 

n (n -1)f[2 ,1 
4.1l'2 1~ "3 (a 3+o, 3) x' - ~(o'+O/) ,,/;3 -

_ ~ (0'_0 ')'x +,~ X 6] dx =.1l" n, (n, -1) (_ ~ a 6 + a 4 0') 117) 
4 '12 V 18 2 2 • \ 

The value of gnl + ", is found by adding (12),' (14) and (17) 
to (7) and substituting the obtained vaille in (8). By snccessive 
reductions we get ' 

, 112 [4 4 
X (nt' n,) = X (nI) Il V -- n1g .1l'/J

3 - (v, - 1)'3 .1l' 0,3 + 
1 

n1
' .1l" (~0 6 _ ~ 03 a 8 + ~ 6' a 4 _ ~ a 6)+ 

V 9 9 1 ~ 1 36 1 

+ 17 (v,-I) (v,-2) :Z'O' 6 + n1(v,-I) :t' (-~ 0' 6 -t- (J 4 a')J' (18) 
36 V ' V 18" 

It is easily seen that to the degl'ee of approximation now requil'ed, 
IC (nt \ is l'epresented by 

I~IIl ( 4 3 '17 (VI - 1) (VI - 2) ,. 6) 
x(n1) = V-(vl -1)S.1r'al + 36 ' V :z al . (19) 

_ 1 

Substituting these values in (5), taking the logarithm of the result, 

and developing this, logarithm in ascending powers of 2, we find 
V 

8n' in' In' 
___ 1 :Jr'0 BOB + __ I, ~a20' 4 ___ 1 .1l"a d _ 

9 V' 1 2 V' 1 36 V' 1 

___ 1_'_, -.1l"a 30 3 + 1 I :!r'O 4a' ___ 1_', __ 'a 6 (20) 1611 (v -1) n (v - I) 1 11 (v -1) ] 
9 y.: , V' , 18 P .1l', 
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C heing the part which is independent of V. 
Since n1 and n, are very large numbers, wc easily see that the 

expression (20) can be transformed to 

_ 1]1"_ C + a1n1'+2an1n,+a,n,' +(n +n )lo V _ n ,{ll_~ 11 8 {l1' 
fJ - ;JfJ Vi' 9 1 V 16 1 V' 

, {I, 5 8 fJ,s 
-n ---n -

'V 16 ' V' 

{I 
- 2n n-

1 , V 

8 n 'n 1 n 2 n 1 n ' n 
___ 1_' '6 a aa + __ 1_' n' a 4 a' ___ 1_' 'a ij 

9 V' :Tt 1 2 V' 1 36 V' n 1 

8nn~ 1nn' 1nn' 
___ 1_' n' (j a aa + __ 1_' :n;' (J 4 a~ ___ 1_' :n;' a 0 (H) 

9 V' , 2 V' ' 36 V' , 

~ 2 8 2 2 
whel'e {Jl has been put lor - :n; 6 1 , (1, for - n a,3 and {I for - n aa. 

3 3 3 
Finally, differentIating 1J! with respect to V, we find the following 

equation for fhe pressure 

P 
fJ 

al 11,/ -j- 2 a n1 n, + a, n,' 
2 fJV2 

The quantity e is proportional to the absolute temperature. 
The expl'ession for p is of course symmetrlcal in the quantities 

rèlating to the two kinds of molecules, and lt would have been 
pO~~lble to find the same l'esult by arranging the spaces in a different 
ol'der. Our result ag rees wIth that of HAPPI~nJ, the only dlffel'ence 
belllg in the notations. 

l' 


